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For posters that present one main result, a good design is to cast the title as a sentence 
that states the result

Bert-Based Reinforcement Training on Part-Of-Sentence Task And Knowledge Transferring
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Part-Of-Sentence Task and Basic Generalization of Online Training
Part-of-sentence (POS tagging or POST) is a widely used NLP task. The target is to 

mark up a word in a corpus (text) as corresponding to a particular part of the sentence 
based both on its definition (meaning) and context (semantic information). POS tags 
describe the characteristic structure of lexical terms within a corpus; it can be used for 
making assumptions about semantics. A basic method is online training.

Figure 1&2. Model Evaluation of Online Fixed & Non-Fixed Domain 
Transferring (top 10% sentences)
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Reinforcement Model Trained from Scratch: Pseudo Code & Result
The second section shows the results of reinforcement models trained from scratch. 

Figure 3&4. Model Evaluation of Scratch Fixed & Non-Fixed Domain Transferring (top 
10% sentences)

Conclusion
Our BERT-based online/reinforcement training models show superiority compared 

with the traditional Bi-LSTM models in domain-adaptation tasks. We derived 6 different 
models (3 online, 3 reinforcement). Specifically, the  top percentage of sentences, the 
core parameter, brought approximately a 1.5% increment on F1-score with dramatically 
less time cost in our fixed/non-fixed online models.

Online Fixed/Non-fixed Model (Sentence-level): Pseudo Code 
The algorithm of online fixed/non-fixed models (figure 1&2) are shown as below.

Figure 5&6. Model Evaluation of Online & Scratch Token Self-Learning
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Exploratory Reinforcement Model (Token-level): Result
We also derived a token-level model which might be a further research direction.


